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Abstract
Human-Computer Interaction of Design Rules
and Usability Elements in Expert System for
Personality-Based Stress Management (ESPBSM) is
a system that mimics the role played by a
psychologist or counselor of stress expert to provide
a virtual consultancy. Counselor always uses these
systems manually to determine level of stress and
personality interest of individual especially for
students. However, ESPBSM is aimed to change
these two very different manual systems into
computerized system, by extracting data from an
originally career test and relates them together with
stress test to determine and recommend best stress
management for particular individual based on their
activity interest. ESPBSM is applied through
psychometric method where user is prompted to
complete two set of questionnaire. ESPBSM
combines stress test and interest-based personality
test that is extracted from Holland’s Self Directed
Search Model (RIASEC), which is used as Career
Test by career counselor/consultant to recommend
Stress Management. Extraction from Holland’s
Model is aimed to determine human’s behavior and
interests which existing websites only use stress test
to determine stress disorder, and randomly
recommend solutions for user, no matter what type of
personality they are, which makes it harder to
manage individual differences. The technique used in
ESPBSM is rule-based expert system while Linear
Model of Expert System Development Life Cycle is
used as the methodology for ESPBSM. This journal
will be focused on Human-Computer Interaction
elements that have been implemented in ESPBSM.
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1. Introduction
The goal of ESPBSM is to mimic the role played
by a counselor or psychologist of stress expert to
provide a virtual consultancy, act like a virtual
psychologist. Its domain is restricted to the area of
stress management, which is a complex study and a
field of science by itself.
The system embodies three main functions
consisting of diagnosis, remedies and education. The
purpose of the system is to diagnose user’s stress
level. This system is using combination of rule based
technique and Holland’s Self Directed Search Model
to determine the best solution of recommendation to
manage their stress.
There are two main factors to determine stress
solution in ESPBSM. There are Stress and
Personality factors. Stress is determined by events
related to individual while personality test is
extracted from Holland’s Self Directed Search Model
(RIASEC), an origin of career test based on interest.
The Self Directed Search was designed to help
people make career and educational choices that
match their own interests and abilities [10]. It is
where user is given a test to determine their interest,
behavior and through their cognitive thinking, the
system will come out with best solution to manage
their stress according to their interest. It acts as
recommendation or stress management based on self
enlightened. There will also some general
information as well as education about stress
management and therapy given through the system.
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Problems are investigated according to the best
solution to replace the manual system in determining
stress management, and the best way to replace
existing systems which usually recommend
numerous, random information about stress but not
focusing on one particular individual. Issues on how
to combine those two categories (stress level and
personality type) to come out with solution and best
recommendation – the stress management and how
this expert system will be implemented to save time
and energy is also discussed in this paper.
Objectives to create such application is to fulfill
the requirement such as to recommend techniques/
management of stress based on personality interest,
give information to help user to know more about
their mental health and ways to manage their stress
based on their activity interest and to implement an
ESPBSM using psychometric technique. ESPBSM
checks the level of stress for user based on user’s
answer and marks range. The system then matches
the results from both Stress and Personality Test to
recommend solutions to manage their stress based on
specific user. The system gives information to user
about certain stress-related disorders based on their
level of stress experienced and explained what are
causes of stress, stressors, type of stress, techniques
to manage stress and interactive game for user to
know more about themselves. Both Stress and
Personality Test are using psychometric approach to
be answered by user to determine their stress level,
stress type, personality type, interest, and behavior
[17].
This system is generally for all kinds or levels of
users from children to adult but the system will be
more focus on adults who is eager to know more
about them that relates to stress and focused on
businessman, workers, entrepreneur, students etc.
Human-Computer Interaction is the way where
user interacts with the system. Human-Computer
Interaction is the study of interaction between people
and computers.

2. Related research
The pressures of financial hardship on people
living in rural communities can bring stress,
depression, and relationship breakdown, increased
use of alcohol, drugs and cigarettes, and increased
risk of farm accidents. It is important to devise a
stress management plan to help community and their
family gets through the difficult times. The best
advice is to see doctor or stress expert. [8] However,
not everybody has time to spend to see their doctor.
Level of Malaysian who is experiencing stress
and depression is increasing day by day. According
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to a worldwide survey, Malaysia is one of the top
ranking where its businessmen are a stressed lot, with
Taiwan on top of the list. These statistics were made
available by the 2006 Grant Thornton International
Business Owners Survey. [6] [7] People tend to
claimed that they are having stress but do they know
about their own level of stress? People nowadays are
very busy and they did not have time to go to see
counselor or psychologist or even a queue in
hospitals and clinic to make an appointment with
them. Same goes to procedure to meet counselor.
They did not even have time to meet them due to
hectic schedule.
Problems are investigated according find the best
solution to replace the manual system in determining
stress management [13], solution to replace the
existing systems which usually recommend
numerous, random information about stress but not
focusing on one particular individual and how to
combine those two categories (stress level and
personality type) to come out with solution and best
recommendation – the stress management based on
individual interest?

3. Research Methodology
A process model is an abstraction that depicts the
process of translation every phase, project planning,
analysis, design and developmental issues. On the
other hand, methodology identifies how to perform
activities for each period, how to represent the
activities and products, artifacts and how to generate
products.
Linear Model of Expert System Development
Life Cycle (LMESDLC) methodology is chosen to be
the guideline in implementation of our system. This
is because Linear Model in expert system
methodology is suitable with the system itself, which
basically an expert system. Besides that, this chapter
will be describing about the software and hardware
requirements for this software development as well.
[1]
Two of the most important software that will be
used for the system is Macromedia Dreamweaver
MX 2004 and MySQL because it is a web-based
system and that software mentioned are the common
software used to develop a web-based system.

Figure 1: LMESDLC [1]
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The objective of the planning phase is intended to
capture the well defined and understood
requirements. The techniques that are acquired to use
to collect the requirements of ESPBSM include
interviews with counselor, research and site visits.
The planning phase for expert system
development life cycle is also called the domain
background as shown in Figure 1. [1]
For analysis phase, there are two sub phases;
Source Identification & Selection and Acquisition
Analysis & Extraction. Source identification and
Selection is the activity in knowledge definition
phase or similar to analysis phase. Sources of data are
identified through several approaches and techniques
through research, survey, websites, journals, articles,
reference books and experts‟ identification. The
acquisition and extraction phase involves data
collection and knowledge acquisition activity.
Acquisition analysis is the process of gathering the
knowledge to stock the expert system's knowledge
base. There are numerous and redundant data
available and has been extract into ESPBSM. This
also complies personality test for ESPBSM is taken
from a totally different test, which is career test. Data
needed is extracted and represented as knowledge
base. Techniques like interviews, observations,
taking experts through case studies, journals and
through websites were applied. [1]
a. Articles referencing to understand and identify
problems. Articles mostly from the internet were
viewed to identify the common problems and types
of stress. A large number of data have been collected
in describing symptoms. [5]

satisfied, so he/she can go back to the questionnaires
and re-insert their option. When user can view the
solution for stress management, it is the end process
of the system.

Figure 2: Flow Chart of ESPBSM

4. ESPBSM Design and Development
ESPBSM development focused on rule-based
technique and Holland’s Self Directed Search Model
that will be discussed further in topic 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1. Rule-Based Technique
b. Interviewing human experts. Interviews and noninterview techniques (formal and informal method)
have been conducted between developer with the
expert of this system, University Malaysia Pahang
(UMP), Malaysia counselor,
c. Case studies. Through case studies, there are a lot
of information gained about the existing system,
methods they choose, advantages and disadvantages
of certain model of methodology, and new
information they get after the system is implemented.

ESPBSM uses Rule-Based technique to develop
its knowledge-based. These rules are divided into two
main factors, Stress and Personality. Two type of
Stress Personality is diagnosed and Personality
interest is divided into six categories. These two main
factors are combined to develop solution for Stress
Management. There are 288 solutions for stress
management created during the development of
ESPBSM. Sample of knowledge based is shown.

Figure 2 shows the flow chart for User of
ESPBSM. From the flowchart, first process is where
User will have to insert option or answer the
questionnaire. Then User can view their result of
stress level and personality type. If the user satisfies
with the result, the system will generate the solution
and user can view solution which is the stress
management. However, if the user does not feel
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Rule:
IF Stress Type is A
AND Personality Type is Artistic
THEN Stress Management is:
You have high stress level. Take action now to
reduce and manage your stress. Stabilize the amount
of changes in your life and avoid unnecessary stress.
Evaluate how you communicate, manage your
commitments, and prioritize your time. Make stress
reducing lifestyle choices a priority.

Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and
Conventional [12]. The SDS is the mostly widely
used Holland career intervention [11]. It is both a
stand-alone career planning simulation that imitates
an interest inventory, as well as a psychological test.
This is because many psychological theorists and
practicing career counselors believe that an
individual will be most satisfied and productive in a
career if it suits their personality [3].

Here are some recommendations for you:
- Anger management
- Time management
- Job/ workload analysis
- Relaxation & Concentration
- Artistic personality activities should include:
- drawing /painting
- photography / take picture of subject
- visit sculpture making (ex: batik printing)
- art, music (listen to songs), drama
- language, literature
- culture and traveling
- literature review, novels
- Stress Diary
- Draw on your emotions program
- Emotion Colorcards
From the sample of rule, there is a combination of
recommendations from stress test to check user’s
stress type and level, and also activities interest for a
specific user.

4.2. Holland’s Self-Directed Search Model
(RIASEC)
Holland’s Self Directed Search Model as shown
in figure 3 is a model that used by career counselors
to determine their student’s career field based on
their interest. RIASEC consists of Realistic,
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Figure 3: RIASEC Model [4]
Personality theorists believe that people with
similar personality types naturally tend to associate
with one another. As they do so, they create a
working environment that is hospitable to their
personality type. Personality type not only predicts
how well their skills will match the demands of the
work tasks in a particular job; it also predicts how
well they will fit in with the culture of the worksite as
shaped by the people who will surround and interact
with them. Personality type thus affects the
satisfaction with the job, productivity in it, and the
likelihood that they will persist in this type of work
[3].
One of the advantages of using personality as a
key to career choice is that it is economically it
provides a tidy summary of many aspects of people
and of careers. Consider how knotty a career decision
could get if they were to break down the components
of the work environment into highly specific aspects
and reflect on how well they fit them. Same concept
applies in ESPBSM where task or job that mentioned
is about ways or activities to manage their stress [3].
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5. User Interface Justifications
There are two main user interfaces that will be
explained in Figure 4 and Figure 5 in Section 5.1 and
5.2.

5.1. ESPBSM Homepage
This is the homepage for ESPBSM. As shown in
Figure 4, there is Main Menu of the left side and
other menus are on the right side. The left side
indicates main function and information needed for
ESPBSM. There is Home which shows the main page
of ESPBSM. Main menu contains Home, About Us,
Stress and Personality Quiz, Stress Types,
Personality Types, Stress Management, Feedback and
Refresh.

Figure 4: ESPBSM Homepage
There are few reasons such interface is created.
The interface is created based on 10 heuristics value
of user interface design based on Jakob Nielsen [14].
Combination between Stress and Personality
elements are indicated indirectly from Figure 4.
Stress elements are indicated by the banner on
top, which states the name of the system, ESPBSM
and the by those menus while personality elements
are indicated by the word RIASEC on the bottom of
the main page.
RIASEC means six interest personalities in
individuals extracted from Holland‟ s Self Directed
Search. RIASEC represent Realistic, Investigative,
Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional
which will be combined together with stress level to
get recommendations for stress disorder.
There are a lot of stress management techniques
that is available through websites, articles and
magazines but that information are not specified to an
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individual. There are a lot of redundant data and
information available almost everywhere through the
internet but ESPBSM is different from those websites
and source of information because it combines stress
level of an individual with personality type/
personality interest to come out with solution which
is Stress Management.
Various techniques are used to manage or handle
stress but as a web based expert system, it is a good
approach to create interfaces that give impact to
patient and user of this web based application. One of
the most popular techniques in handling stress is
Color Therapy.
As a developer, it is realistic to relate Color
Therapy with the development of such interfaces and
colors play an important role to give impact to
ESPBSM user. This is because the first impression
for user to use this application is based on the design
of the interface including color. So, as a start to stress
management, there are criteria chosen to be used in
ESPBSM.
Color of Purple is chosen because purple is the
color that relates to one of seven chakras in our body
which is Crown Chakra. Crown Chakra is the chakra
that is situated in the upper part of the body which
includes head. Purple is the color been used by color
therapist and psychologist to treat patient who has
problem in managing their stress. Color that is used
to heal ones Head and Mind is chosen as the theme
color for ESPBSM which is purple. That is the
justification of choosing purple as the main color
theme for ESPBSM and indirectly resolved the
application of 10 heuristics in ESPBSM. Other
elements such as visibility of the system status,
consistency and standards, error prevention, match
between system and the real world, and other
principle of heuristic is indicated by consistency and
usability of the system itself. [15]

5.2 ESPBSM Main Function
Main function is indicated in Stress and
Personality Test section where the main purpose of
ESPBSM is the aim to diagnose, and recommend
solution for user through psychometric method in
quiz form. There are two quizzes needs to be
answered, first is Stress Test and second, Personality
Test RIASEC.
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design interfaces that promote positive responses.
This is likely to be more successful for both users and
system itself.
Based on the analysis, it is very important to
design interfaces that promote positive response and
thus, ESPBSM is design according to the guide based
on Shneiderman’s Eight Golden Rules of Interface
Design. [2] He proposed that this collection of
principles that are derived heuristically from
experience and applicable in most interactive systems
after being properly refined, extended, and
interpreted to improve the usability of the
application, creating an interactive system. [2]

6.1 Strive for consistency
Figure 5: Stress and Personality Test
For Stress Test, there are few related events
to determine or diagnosed the level of stress and type
of stress they experienced. Same goes to Personality
Test.
Test where user is provided few activities they
might have interest in, based on their personality
types, to determine their type of personality, and
indirectly indicated their best recommendation of
stress management. This stress recommended by
ESPBSM is activities of interest for people of the
same type, based on years of research and adapted
from John Holland. [10]

6. Design Rules using Golden Rules of
Interface Design
As we know, human conceptual and cognitive
ability in human being is very complex. Human
emotionally responses to situations that affect their
performances in their daily routine, and for this case,
in finding ways to improve their life. It is whether
they are being more creative when they perceive
positive responses or frustrated as for the result of
perceiving negative responses.
Whatever the exact process, it is clear that motion
involves both physical and cognitive events. That
biological response known as “affect” changes the
way human deal with different situations and this
definitely has an impact on the way human interact
with computer systems. [2]
It suggests that in situations of stress, human will
be less able to cope with complex problem solving or
managing difficult interfaces, whereas others that are
relaxed they will be more forgiving of limitations of
the design. This is however does not give us excuse
to design bad interfaces, but suggest that we should
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Consistent interfaces let user to be familiar with
the system thus helps them to use the system well.
Consistency from ESPBSM can be seen in terms of
its layout where there is standard layout as guidance
and all the information is put in the main layout
content according to the menu and state that can be
predicted by user. Every menu provides the same
main layout so it is easy for user to use ESPBSM. In
terms of terminology that is used in ESPBSM,
familiarity element is emphasized where consistent
terminology makes the usability of ESPBSM clearer
with
minimal
help
and
documentation.
Understandability of the system is a keen factor that
makes the system itself affect the performance and
maximum benefit and usability between user and
system. Command used in ESPBSM also consistent
and thus ESPBSM provides psychometric test
questions with effective solutions.

6.2 Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
Shortcuts are available in ESPBSM. There are
undo and redo button, previous, next, cancel that
plays the role of shortcuts for user. There are also
buttons to click when the user go to a state by
mistake. This definitely reduces time and prevents
major error in the system and for user. For frequent
or experience/ expert user, they did now confront
problems with abbreviation that is used in ESPBSM
because those abbreviations are in standard form.

6.3 Offer informative feedback
Informative feedback such as when the user did
not input the right format, they will be message box
guiding them what to do. This also happens when
user click on the menu, informative feedback is
display as they are informed of the current state and
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user will know what to do on that state of interface.

maximized since user has the right to feel that he/she
is in control of the system.

6.4 Design dialogs to yield closure
6.8 Reduce short-term memory load
Message dialog to yield closure is also important
element in designing interface. This is to make sure
that the user knows when they have completed a task.
As in ESPBSM, there is message dialog each time
after user completed the Stress Test. User is them
prompted with message dialog asking them to
complete the Part 2 test: Personality Test. This is
very important for user especially first time user that
they should complete both test to view their stress
management or stress solutions.

The display of an interface should be simple to
reduce short-term memory load. Interfaces are design
as simple as possible, but still promote positive
responses from user and give indirect healing and
calm effect to ESPBSM user. Though the test
questions are quite a lot, there are divided into
sections to make the page look simple, indirectly did
not promote negative responses from user.

7. Evaluation Techniques using Heuristics
6.5 Offer error prevention and simple error
handling
Error prevention and error handling is one way that
can prevent user from making mistakes and if they do,
they are offered clear and informative instructions to
enable them to recover. In ESPBSM, error prevention is
show when user input the invalid user or password.
There will be a message displaying that user has key in
the wrong username and password. Username and

password is also indicated as “required” to fill in by
the user before managing the knowledge base. Dialog
box appears when user done the first test, Stress Test
to make sure user go the next test (Personality Test)
to complete the whole set of questions before he/she get
the stress management solution. There is also message
box display when user key in the invalid data.

6.6 Permit easy reversal of actions
This feature relieves anxiety, since the user knows
that errors can be undone thus encourages exploration
of unfamiliar options. The units of reversibility may
be a single action, a data entry, or a complete group
of actions. User can always return to the previous
state where previous and next button are available,
system support undo and redo. This system also have
the shortcuts from the menu where user can always
click on the menu they desired without experiencing
loads of procedures. This element is vital since some
unfamiliar user will tend to explore unfamiliar things
and function in the system itself.

6.7 Support internal locus of control
Internal locus of control is the element where user
is in control of the system. As for ESPBSM, user is in
control of the system where ESPBSM give responses
to user’s action. Usability of the system will be
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Heuristic evaluation is a discount
usability
inspection method for computer software that helps to
identify usability problems in the user interface (UI)
design. It specifically involves evaluators examining the
interface and judging its compliance with recognized
usability principles (the "heuristics"). These evaluation
methods are now widely taught and practiced in the
New Media sector, where UIs are often designed in a
short space of time on a budget that may restrict the
amount of money available to provide for other types of
interface testing.[16]

As we know, human conceptual and cognitive
ability in human being is very complex. Human
emotionally responses to situations that affect their
performances in their daily routine, and for this case,
in finding ways to improve their life. It is whether
they are being more creative when they perceive
positive responses or frustrated as for the result of
perceiving negative responses.
Whatever the exact process, it is clear that
emotion involves both physical and cognitive events.
That biological response known as “affect” changes
the way human deal with different situations and this
definitely has an impact on the way human interact with
computer systems. [2]

It suggests that in situations of stress, human will
be less able to cope with complex problem solving or
managing difficult interfaces, whereas others that are
relaxed they will be more forgiving of limitations of
the design. This is however does not give us excuse
to design bad interfaces, but suggest that we should
design interfaces that promote positive responses.
This is likely to be more successful for both users and
system itself.
Based on the analysis, it is very important to
design interfaces that promote positive response and
thus, ESPBSM is design according to the guide based
on Nielsen’s ten heuristics evaluation that is
explained in the subchapters. [14]
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7.1 Visibility of system status
Visibility of system status means always keep
users informed about what is going on through
appropriate feedback within reasonable time. In
ESPBSM, those feedbacks are shown through the
correct connection of interfaces when user choose list
of options from the menu. There is also time limit for
a certain user as active user within time interval.
ESPBSM gives clear instruction on time
recommendation for both Stress and Personality tests
so that user will can manage to get the most
conclusion on stress management through
psychometric evaluation.

7.2 Match between system and the real world
System should speak user language with words,
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than
system oriented terms. English language is used in
ESPBSM as a standard worldwide language, familiar
with all level of its user. The phrases and instruction
or test questions are easy to understand. Same goes to
dialog boxes, which uses normal and familiar
phrases, without using computer jargon that might be
hard to understand by user. ESPBSM language and
interfaces appear in logical order which makes it
easier for user to use this system, although without
the help of documentation or manuals.

7.3 User control and freedom
User sometimes confused and always makes a
mistake by choosing the wrong functions and need a
clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the
unwanted state without going through procedures or
extended dialog. ESPBSM supports “undo” and
“redo” function for easier user control and they can
always go back to their desired state. ESPBSM also
supports side menus that promote user ability to go to
their desired state. From the justification mentioned,
the user control and freedom does exist in ESPBSM.

7.4 Consistency and standards
Consistency and standards are important element
for interface design. Creating familiarity in user
towards an interface is a keen factor of successful
design. ESPBSM is a consistent system where every
action can be predicted by user. As an example, when
user clicks on certain menu, particular interface with
display. Same goes to familiarity of icons such as
undo or redo icon. The instructions are also
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consistent and user will get to know how to use
ESPBSM even without the assisted documentation or
manual.

7.5 Error prevention
Every successful system should have error
prevention. In ESPBSM, error prevention is show when
user input the invalid user or password. There will be a

message displaying that user has key in the wrong
username and password. Username and password is
also indicated as “required” to fill in by the user
before managing the knowledge base. Dialog box
appears when user done the first test, Stress Test to
make sure user go the next test (Personality Test) to
complete the whole set of questions before he/she get

the stress management solution. There is also
message box display when user key in the invalid
data.

7.6 Recognition rather than recall
User should not have to remember information
from one part of the dialog to another. In ESPBSM,
instruction of particular state is always recognized by
user without recall. Instructions to user are also
simple and always visible to user.

7.7 Flexibility and efficiency of use
ESPBSM is designed for both experience and
inexperience users. This is because anyone can use
this system since it is easy to understand, simple, has
user familiarity element. Flexibility in ESPBSM
allows users to tailor frequent actions and speed up
the interaction for expert user to such an extent that
the system can cater both inexperienced and
experienced users.

7.8 Aesthetic and minimalist design
The design of ESPBSM is simple and there is no
irrelevant information. Interface itself gives the
indirect healing power for the user to make user feel
calm while using ESPBSM. The design of ESPBSM
is simple as it is a Stress Management system, so it
should promotes the positive response from user.

7.9 Help users recognize, diagnose and
recover from errors
ESPBSM provides error messages that helps user
to recover from error by expressing them in a simple,
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understandable to indicate the problem and
constructively suggest a solution. Every error
messages is vital to help user to understand the
current status of ESPBSM.

7.10 Help and documentation
There are manuals and documentation to help
user in ESPBSM. There are also simple step by step
to be carried out by the user in ESPBSM.

8. Future Research
For further research, it is recommended the
database design of the system needs to be more
detailed so that detailed analysis of knowledge-based
is easier to be understood by the developer and
researcher to create more effective solutions for
stress.

management given through the system. Knowledge
engineer can view the user information once they log
into the system and from there they will know who
their target customers are. It could be stated that this
study has successfully met its objectives; mainly to
develop a prototype to ease the user in managing
stress and to ease counselors and psychologists in
targeting their patient client specifically and public
user in general. However, the usability of this
prototype was being restricted due to the
disadvantages, constraints and assumptions. Hence,
further research in adapting alternative approaches in
processing the image for enhancement to current
prototype is very much encouraging. Elements in
Human-Computer Interaction are vital to design a
good and positive interface for the maximum
usability of the system itself thus promoting good
impact in their life.

10. References
There are four suggestions for this system such as
to make the system has a direct link with the
organization such as health organization or worker
association. There will also be research centre such as
stress management research centre that combines the
technology and knowledge to develop a more
secured, effective and conducive with the user and
also the environment. Functionality of the system
needs to be enhanced for different target market and
environment. For example, ESPBSM can be
developed into different modules based on target
users. The database design should be developed in a
more secure and efficient way. This system can be
enhanced further as mobile application to be used on
PDAs, smartphones and there must be amendments
to be done on the knowledge-based and ways of
implementation of the system so that it will be more
usable and user-friendly.

9. Conclusion
As a conclusion, the system embodies three main
functions consisting of diagnosis, remedies and
education. The purpose of the system is to diagnose
user’s stress level. This system used another
technique to determine the best solution of
recommendation to manage their problem. Another
method is using personality type test where user is
given a test to determine their interest, behavior and
through their cognitive thinking, the system will
come out with best solution to manage their stress
according to their interest. There will also some
general information as well as education about stress
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